Motivation: Drug-induced toxicity related proteins (DITRPs) are proteins that mediate adverse drug reactions (ADRs) or toxicities through their binding to drugs or reactive metabolites. Collection of these proteins facilitates better understanding of the molecular mechanisms of drug-induced toxicity and the rational drug discovery. Drug-induced toxicity related protein database (DITOP) is such a database that is intending to provide comprehensive information of DITRPs. Currently, DITOP contains 1501 records, covering 618 distinct literature-reported DITRPs, 529 drugs/ligands and 418 distinct toxicity terms. These proteins were confirmed experimentally to interact with drugs or their reactive metabolites, thus directly or indirectly cause adverse effects or toxicities. Five major types of drug-induced toxicities or ADRs are included in DITOP, which are the idiosyncratic adverse drug reactions, the dosedependent toxicities, the drug-drug interactions, the immunemediated adverse drug effects (IMADEs) and the toxicities caused by genetic susceptibility. Molecular mechanisms underlying the toxicity and cross-links to related resources are also provided while available. Moreover, a series of user-friendly interfaces were designed for flexible retrieval of DITRPs-related information. The DITOP can be accessed freely at
INTRODUCTION
Modern drug discovery is proceeding in such a rational way that leads are selected to target on specific molecules, denoted therapeutic targets, in key regulatory pathways (Butcher, 2005) . It is thus suggested that validation of new targets and their binding agents will result in a multitude of potential agents for clinical benefit. However, before such agents can be widely used in the treatment of patients, safety and acceptable toxicity must be evaluated. Current practices and procedures for drug safety evaluations normally involve large amounts of compounds and animals, which are costly and timeconsuming. Furthermore, difficulty in describing the mechanisms of agent-induced toxicities, especially idiosyncratic adverse drug reactions (ADRs), makes the safety evaluation tougher.
Linking a particular symptom to a specific drug is difficult. It is acknowledged that many adverse drug events are induced by the interaction of drugs or their interactive metabolites with proteins (Ekins et al., 2005) . By binding to these drug-induced toxicity-related proteins (DITRPs), drugs or their reactive metabolites may directly or indirectly cause toxicities in the ways of: reversible inhibition/stimulation of therapeutic targets or key proteins in physiological pathways, blockage of drug transportation, disturbance of drug metabolism, encumbrance of drug excretion, excessive antigen-antibody interaction and genetic susceptibility. Collection of these DITRPs offers an alternative way to understand the molecular mechanisms underlying the drug-induced toxicities and furthermore facilitate the drug discovery. Therefore, in this study we constructed a database, the drug-induced toxicity related protein database (DITOP), to gather the literature-recorded DITRPs and related information so as to meet the interests of toxicology and pharmacology communities.
DATA
The useful information of DITRPs were manually and intensively extracted from different literature resources, including PubMed literature database, toxicology and pharmacology books, review articles, and a number of research papers, clinical reports and market feedbacks. Proteins are considered as DITRPs if they were indicated by experiments to interact with drugs or their metabolites thus leading to toxicity. Currently, DITRPs of five toxicity mechanisms were collected by DITOP (Supplementary Table 1 , http://bioinf.xmu.edu.cn/databases/ ADR/help.php): the dose-dependent ADRs, the idiosyncratic ADRs, the drug-drug interactions, the immune-mediated adverse drug effects (IMADEs) and the ADRs caused by genetic susceptibility. Today, DITOP contains 1501 records of 618 distinct DITRPs. These DITRPs cover different biochemical classes of proteins, including 251 enzymes, *To whom correspondence should be addressed. y The authors wish it to be know that, in their opinion, the second and third authors should be regarded as joint Second Authors. 71 receptors, 25 transporters/channels, 29 antigens/antibodies, 57 factors and 185 other proteins. A total of 529 drugs of marketing and withdrawal were recorded to induce 418 distinct ADRs via above five mechanisms. These ADRs are distributed in 32 system-organ classes as defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) (Supplementary Table 2 , http:// bioinf.xmu.edu.cn/databases/ADR/help.php). Worthy of mention that a major portion of toxicity information was derived from the toxicology experiments demonstrated in animal models; therefore, some information may not be able to apply in human directly.
DESCRIPTION OF DATABASE
The DITOP can be freely accessed at http://bioinf.xmu.edu.cn/ databases/ADR/index.html. The database is running upon Linux/Apache/PHP platform and supported by background RDBMS system of Oracle 9i, which enables multiple accesses simultaneously. Three modes are provided for interactive information retrieval: the quick search mode, the standard search mode and the browse mode (Fig. 1) . The quick search mode provides user a foolproof free text search against all fields of the DITOP, including keywords of chemicals, proteins and adverse events. In the search mode, user is allowed to search the database by accession number like SwissProt AC number for proteins or by keywords of protein names, drug names or toxicity terms in respective text fields. Combinatorial search against multiple text fields is also supported. The browse mode is complementary to the search mode. Four classifications were adopted to browse the information of DITRPs, including the protein types, the drug types, the toxicity types and the mechanism types. Records meeting the query criteria are listed along with the DITOP accession number, protein name, drug names and toxicity terms. Click on the DITOP accession number will guide user into the detailed information page. In the detailed information page, detailed descriptions of DITRPs, drugs, toxicities and citations are arranged independently in five sections: the Entry Information, the Protein Information, the Drug/Chemical Information, the Adverse Event section and the Reference (Fig. 1) . Cross-links to some useful resources such as Pfam, KEGG, PubChem and PubMed are also provided when available. 
CONCLUSION REMARKS
In conclusion, DITOP collects the literature-reported druginduced toxicity related proteins (DITRPs) as well as the information of respective drugs and adverse events. Such database suggests an alternative way to study toxicology at the molecular level. In practice, DITOP makes the virtual evaluation and prevention of drug-induced toxicity possible. It also prompts the rational drug discovery progress in preclinical phase.
It is estimated that the amount of distinct DITRPs may range from 1500 to 2500. This estimation is made in basis of current knowledge of toxicology and pharmacology. Some proteins have the more possibilities to cause toxicity if their normal physiological functions are disturbed by drugs. These proteins include the therapeutic targets (Zheng et al., 2006) , the drug metabolism-related proteins (mainly, ADME-related proteins), the immune-related proteins (Descotes, 2005) , and the proteins in key cellular processes like cell growth. Though many studies reported the drug-induced toxicities, few properly illustrated the relationship of drug-protein-ADR. As the consequences, efforts are needed to logically determine the connections between drugs, proteins and toxicities from different resources as we have done in this study.
Further improvements are expected both in the identification of new DITRPs from new resources like microarray data (Heijne et al., 2005) , genetic susceptibility data (Pirmohamed and Park, 2001 ) and in the elucidation of molecular mechanisms underlying drug-induced toxicity in more detail. It is so planned that the new DITRP-related information will be introduced into DITOP continuously while available; however, significant update will be made yearly.
